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[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:23] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about Robin Hood,

the legendary outlaw .1

[00:00:30] Now, I’m sure that you’re all familiar with the story of Robin Hood and his

Merry Men from the numerous films, books and TV series based on this heroic2

outlaw’s feats or achievements .3 4

4 difficult things that have been done or accomplished

3 characteristics

2 having the characteristics of a hero, brave and noble

1 a person who had broken the law and stayed free
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[00:00:45] Instead, what I’d like to focus on today is the True Story of Robin Hood.

[00:00:51] In today’s episode we are going to go on a time-travelling journey back to

14th century England where we’ll unravel the traditional tale of Robin Hood against a5

backdrop of rebellion, corruption , war and even a suspected royal muder.6 7

[00:01:12] There’s plenty to discover, so it’s time to learn about The True Story of Robin

Hood.

[00:01:19] The first question you might be asking yourself is whether there is, indeed,

any truth to the story of Robin Hood.

[00:01:24] Was there actually a man called Robin Hood? Did he steal from the rich and

give to the poor? Was there a terrible Sheriff of Nottingham? And, ultimately, is there8

any truth to this story?

[00:01:27] These are some excellent questions, to which historians don’t always agree

on the answer.

[00:01:50] But they are very interesting to explore, so that is what we are going to do in

this episode.

8 officer of the Crown (king) in a county or area

7 dishonesty or illegal behaviour by those in power

6 setting, background

5 explain
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[00:01:57] As with any mystery, we have to consider the evidence available to us if we’re

going to discover whether or not there really was a real Robin Hood.

[00:02:10] Today, the character that we call Robin Hood is known as Robin of Locksley.

[00:02:17] In modern versions, our noble born hero has been dispossessed of his9

property, his property has been taken from him, while fighting abroad in the religious

wars known as the Crusades.

[00:02:33] He becomes an outlaw, living in Sherwood Forest with his Merry Men,

rescuing his love interest Maid Marian from unwanted suitors , the men who want10 11 12

to marry her and, perhaps most famously, stealing from the rich to give to the poor.

[00:02:54] This familiar version of Robin Hood is actually very far removed , very13

different to the earliest surviving text that we have about Robin Hood, a text which

dates back to the early 16th century called: A Gest of Robyn Hode.

[00:03:12] A gest, by the way, means an adventurous story.

13 very different from

12 persons who were tried to win her love and affection

11 not wanted

10 the character with whom he was in romantic relation

9 had it taken from him, deprived
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[00:03:17] This first record of Robin Hood provides us with plenty of clues about the

true story of Robin Hood, so let’s dive into it .14

[00:03:29] The original version features a low-born freeman who, in typical fashion15 16

for a hero of his time, commits plenty of gory , or bloody, crimes. This Robin Hood17

steals from the rich, the highly unpopular and greedy abbot at St Mary’s Abbey,18 19

although he doesn’t really give to the poor.

[00:03:56] He does, however, adhere to a certain code of ethics , of moral duty, in20 21

contrast to the money-grabbing clergymen , or monks , in St. Mary’s Abbey.22 23 24

24 members of a religious community living in monasteries

23 priests

22 having a great desire for wealth, greedy

21 moral principles or duty

20 stick to, obey

19 a man who was the head of a monastery

18 having a great desire for wealth or power

17 bloody

16 free citizen, not a servant

15 born to a family that had a low social status, not royal or noble

14 be involved in it with enthusiasm
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[00:04:11] While Robin Hood is presented as a low-born outlaw, a criminal, living in

Barnsdale Forest, he is also shown to have superior morals .25

[00:04:24] What’s more, Robin Hood’s actions in the text have a restorative effect - he26

rights wrongs through a sort of rough justice which highlights even further the27

hypocritical , or the false, insincere , nature of the ruling classes.28 29

[00:04:45] In the Gest, in the original story, Robin Hood’s men bring a knight to dine

with him. When the knight is asked to pay for his meal, he tells the truth to Robin Hood

- he has no money apart from the low amount of 10 shillings , a shilling being a30 31

historical coin equivalent to twelve pence, a tiny and inadequate amount of money.32 33

33 not enough, insufficient

32 equal in value

31 a coin used in Britain until 1971

30 coins used in Britain until 1971

29 not honest

28 behaving like having higher standards or noble beliefs which they didn't

27 corrects something bad or unfair

26 having the ability to correct something bad or unfair

25 standards of behaviour
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[00:05:13] The knight goes on to tell Robin Hood of his misfortunes and how the34

abbot is about to seize his lands for a debt of £400 that must be repaid to the abbey35 36

before sunset, before the end of the day.

[00:05:31] Robin Hood asks if the knight has any friends who can help him with this

debt.

[00:05:36] No, the knight replies.

[00:05:38] Before, when he was rich he had plenty of friends; now that he is poor, he has

none. Robin Hood then asks if he has anyone who could provide collateral , as37

security that he will repay the debt.

[00:05:55] No, the knight replies again.

[00:05:58] There is nobody who can provide him with any collateral, except for the

Virgin Mary who has never let him down .38

38 failed to help him

37 something used as security for repayment of the debt

36 building where the priests or monks where staying

35 take and keep for himself

34 unfortunate events, bad luck
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[00:06:06] Robin Hood is deeply devoted to the Virgin Mary and upon hearing these39 40

words he immediately agrees to lend the knight the £400 that he so desperately41

needs. £400, by the way, would be today’s equivalent of hundreds of thousands of

Euros.

[00:06:26] As the day begins to draw to a close, the greedy abbot is waiting for the

deadline to pass so that he can take the knight’s land and make a huge profit.42

However, thanks to Robin Hood, the knight arrives and repays the money just in time.

[00:06:47] Later on in the story when Robin Hood is awaiting his repayment from the

knight, a monk passes through Barnsdale Forest and is stopped by Robin Hood’s43

men. He behaves discourteously , or impolitely , towards Robin Hood and lies about44 45

how much money he has.

[00:07:08] Robin Hood finds out that the monk comes from St Mary’s Abbey and that he

has £800 on him - Robin Hood takes this money from the monk, effectively doubling46

46 having twice as much

45 in a rude way, without showing good manners

44 in a rude way

43 a member of a religious community living in a monastery

42 the latest time by which he would have to pay

41 give it on the understanding that it will be returned

40 after

39 very loyal
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his money. After all, the Virgin Mary was his collateral, so, to Robin Hood’s eyes, the

monk from St Mary’s had brought him his repayment.

[00:07:34] When the knight finally arrives to repay his debt, Robin Hood refuses to

accept the payment, saying that he has already been reimbursed , or repaid, by the47

monk from St Mary’s.

[00:07:49] What’s more, Robin Hood orders his men to pay the knight £400. All in all,

Robin Hood does not gain or lose any money in the story, rather he rights the wrongs48

by rewarding the truthful knight and taking from the greedy, disrespectful49 50 51 52

monks.

52 showing no respect, rude

51 honest

50 giving him money because he deserved it

49 corrects something bad or unfair

48 earn, win

47 repaid
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[00:08:10] The Gest also tells of how one of Robin Hood’s men, Little John, ends up

serving the Sheriff of Nottingham. When Little John is poorly treated by the sheriff’s53

staff, he retaliates , he reacts, and steals the sheriff’s silverware and his money.54 55 56

[00:08:30] Little John gives the money and silverware to Robin Hood, then he tricks the

sheriff into an ambush , where Robin Hood and his men are lying in wait. After a night57

sleeping rough in the forest, Robin Hood allows the sheriff to leave provided that he

swears never to harm Robin Hood or his men again, which he does.58

[00:08:54] Later in the story, the Sheriff of Nottingham breaks his oath , his promise,59

not to harm Robin Hood and his men. The sheriff organises an archery competition60

in an attempt to capture Robin Hood.61

61 try, effort

60 the practice of shooting with a bow and arrows

59 promise, vow

58 promises, makes a vow

57 surprise attack

56 dishes, glasses, containers made of or covered by silver

55 reacts

54 of the officer of the Crown (king) in that area

53 performing duties or services for
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[00:09:09] However, Robin Hood manages to escape and seeks refuge , he seeks62 63

shelter , with the same knight that he previously helped.64

[00:09:20] This knight is captured by the sheriff, before being rescued by Robin Hood.

With news of an uprising spreading and Robin Hood’s increasing notoriety , or65 66 67

infamy , being famous for the wrong reasons, the King ends up travelling to the area.68

[00:09:37] Upon meeting Robin Hood in disguise , the King grants mercy to Robin69 70 71

Hood, he pardons him, as well as his followers and the knight. Robin Hood enters the72

King’s service as an archer and joins the Royal Court.73

73 one that used bow and arrows

72 officially forgives

71 forgiveness

70 gives officially

69 a false or fake appearance

68 the state of being well known or famous for the wrong reasons

67 the state of being well known or famous for the wrong reasons

66 reaching more and more people

65 acts of resistance against authority, rebellion

64 protection from danger

63 protection from danger

62 tries to find
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[00:09:55] A year later, homesick Robin Hood returns to visit Barnsdale Forest, only to74

be killed by the Prioress of Kirklees. The prioress is, in fact, a relative of Robin Hood.75

She rather gruesomely lets him slowly bleed to death when he seeks medical76

treatment at her priory .77

[00:10:17] Now, this is a very basic summary of the earliest surviving text about Robin

Hood, but we can already identify plenty of clues that can help us to narrow down78 79

our search for the real Robin Hood, and we can come up with a fairly precise80 81

historical time and place.

[00:10:39] These details will allow us to ascertain , or to make sure, to verify, whether82

or not some of the most popular real life Robin Hood suspects are indeed plausible .83

83 probable, likely to be true

82 make sure

81 exact, accurate

80 find

79 reduce the number of possibilities

78 pieces of information that help solve a problem

77 a small monastery

76 In a very unpleasant and shocking way

75 woman who was head of a small monastery

74 sad about being away from home
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[00:10:54] As you may have noticed earlier, the location we are looking for is not84

Sherwood Forest, but Barnsdale Forest.

[00:11:03] For reference, Barnsdale is an area in South and West Yorkshire, not so far

from Nottingham.

[00:11:11] While the original text is clear about the location, coming up with a date85

requires a bit of detective work. Let’s put together the pieces of the puzzle .86

[00:11:24] Robin Hood, even in today’s version, is a highly skilled archer and much is

made of his archery skills, they are admired, and highly desirable qualities. So, we are

looking for a time when archery really started to take off , when it was a sought-after87

skill in Britain.88

[00:11:46] To narrow things down further, let's add in an important detail from the Gest.

[00:11:51] We are also told that the King is in the area. So, if we can find any evidence of

a King visiting near to the Barnsdale area, we’ll have a good idea of when the story is

set.

88 generally desired or wanted

87 become very popular

86 something that is difficult to understand

85 finding

84 trying to find
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[00:12:07] On the 16th March 1322, some 60 km north of Barnsdale, there was a large

battle called the Battle of Boroughbridge, where a group of rebellious barons , headed89

by a man called Thomas of Lancaster, fought against King Edward II.90

[00:12:27] King Edward II of England had a short, disastrous reign that ended in his91 92

forced abdication in 1327, when he was made to renounce or give up his throne in93 94 95

favour of his son, Edward III.

[00:12:44] He was subsequently held prisoner before dying in uncertain96

circumstances at Berkeley Castle later on that year, in 1327.

[00:12:56] Anyway, back to Boroughbridge, back to the battle of Boroughbridge,

Thomas of Lancaster lost the battle, in part due to heavy archery fire from the King’s

96 afterwards, later

95 leave, stop having

94 give up, leave

93 resignation, retirement

92 period of rule

91 causing damage, unfortunate

90 led, ruled

89 members of nobility or high social rank
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longbowmen , as well as being greatly outnumbered . He was taken to Pontefract97 98

Castle, a nearby castle, where he was executed.

[00:13:19] I know that’s a lot of names and details for you, but it is important to our

quest for the truth.99

[00:13:27] The reason I shared this with you is that all of this proves, or suggests, that

the King was in the area in 1322 with his archers , which lends credibility to the100 101

story that the real Robin Hood was actually pardoned , he was forgiven, and then102

recruited by the King.103

[00:13:49] With a clear date and precise location backed up by historical records, we104

are a step closer to finding the real Robin Hood.

104 supported

103 enlisted or included in his army

102 forgiven

101 makes it seem believable

100 soldiers that used bow and arrows

99 long and difficult search

98 less in number

97 soldiers who used a long type of bow
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[00:13:59] Out of all of the possible suggestions that have been made by historians as to

who the real Robin Hood could be, only one person really fits in with both the earliest

surviving text and the matching historical data.

[00:14:15] And that person is… a man named Robert Hood of Wakefield.

[00:14:20] Obviously, we cannot be 100% certain, but in terms of making a plausible

guess, Robert Hood of Wakefield is a prime suspect , he is one of the best matches105

that we have.

[00:14:35] Robin was a common diminutive or familiar name for Robert. And if you106

are wondering about Wakefield, well that also fits in perfectly, being located just107

north west of Barnsdale.

[00:14:49] So, if there is a good chance of Robin Hood having been a real person, Robert

Hood of Wakefield is as close as we’re going to get to finding him, short of discovering

any new miraculous evidence.

[00:15:05] That said, while Robert Hood may be our best bet, that is our most probable

choice, there are a couple of other contenders who also have some interesting108

details with similarities to the Gest or the historical data.

108 candidates or people who were possibly Robin Hood

107 is in agreement

106 shortened

105 the person believed to be the best match
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[00:15:23] A man called Robert Hod of York features in legal records dating back to 1226.

While this is a lot earlier than the time frame we were originally considering, there is

written evidence that this Robert Hod became an outlaw after his possessions were

confiscated to pay back money that he owed to St. Peter’s, the largest church in York.109

[00:15:50] So, while Robert Hod of York is a slightly less plausible character than Robert

Hood of Wakefield, he was actually a confirmed outlaw. Robert Hod of York could very

well have been Robin Hood’s namesake , providing the name and inspiration for110

Robin Hood as a fictional character.

[00:16:13] Another historical outlaw who could have provided inspiration for a fictional

Robin Hood is Roger Godberd. While his surname, Godberd, is a lot further away from

our hero’s compared to the previous two suspects, there are numerous parallels111

between his real life career as an outlaw and the details given in the Gest.

[00:16:39] For example, Godberd had numerous men at his call in the forest where he112

was hiding out and just like Robin Hood, Godberd was wanted by the Sheriff of113

Nottingham.

113 being in hiding

112 ready to do what he asked

111 similarities, matching characteristics

110 someone who had the same name

109 taken by the authorities
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[00:16:52] The sheriff’s men captured him in 1272 but Godberd managed to escape,

thanks to the help of a local knight, not unlike the knight in the Gest of Robin Hood.

However, Godberd was eventually captured again and imprisoned.

[00:17:11] Godberd was later pardoned by the King, as was Robin Hood. So, while

Robin Hood is by no means a carbon copy , a clone , of Godberd, there is no114 115

denying that the tale of Robin Hood has a lot of striking similarities with the life of116

Roger Godberd.

[00:17:31] Alternatively, another inspirational figure for the Robin Hood legend is a

certain Robert Deyville. Along with his brother and their kinsmen , their relatives, the117

Deyvilles were linked to the Barnesdale area and there is also a mention of a

settlement of a £400 mortgage, the same figure as in the Gest.118

[00:17:55] Lastly, Robert Deyville’s fortified home in North Yorkshire, at a place called

Hood Hill, could have been an inspiration for the name of Robin Hood.

118 official agreement

117 relatives

116 very obvious

115 exact copy

114 exact copy
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[00:18:06] Of course, there is also the possibility that the name Robin Hood was an alias

, or another name that was used for an outlaw. This could also tie in with earlier119 120

suggestions of actual real life people who may well have provided the basis for the

story of Robin Hood, and that all of these people were possible inspirational figures for

the Tale of Robin Hood.

[00:18:32] The fact that we do not know whether or not he actually existed adds to his121

appeal , and both the man and his story have become the stuff of legend .122 123

[00:18:43] A legend that each new generation has sculpted to suit their times ,124 125

adapted to suit modern tastes but with a basis in the original text, in the Gest.126

126 base, starting point

125 be acceptable or suitable in their time

124 shaped, created

123 something that one would usually only read about in novels or see in movies, very famous and

amazing

122 the quality of being attractive and interesting

121 makes it stronger

120 fit, agree

119 another name
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[00:18:56] And no matter how the story is adapted, the legend of Robin Hood is a

persistently appealing story.127 128

[00:19:04] Sure, he is an outlaw, a criminal, and especially in some of the earlier

editions, he could be vicious , deliberately violent and cruel.129 130

[00:19:15] But there is a moral element to his story. In early editions it was a131

semi-religious element, as we can see from his devotion to the Virgin Mary, and in132

later editions it’s simply about redistributing property, or wealth, from those who133

don’t deserve it to those who do.

[00:19:38] The success of the Robin Hood legend comes from the fact that the figures of

authority and supposed virtue in all of the stories are all worse than Robin Hood134

himself.

134 behaviour showing high standards

133 giving or sharing again

132 great loyalty or faithfulness

131 related to the principles of right and wrong behaviour

130 on purpose, intentionally

129 violent and cruel on purpose

128 attractive and interesting

127 continuously, always
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[00:19:51] Robin Hood is presented as being an outlaw but those who control the laws

are hopelessly corrupt and devoid of , or with a complete lack of , virtue.135 136 137 138

[00:20:05] None more so than the greedy monks.

[00:20:09] In 16th century England, like in much of Europe, the church and appointed139

officials, mainly sheriffs , held all the power.140 141

[00:20:19] To a contemporary audience, clergy and officials were fair game ; it142 143 144

was acceptable to make fun of or criticise them because of the sheer amount of145

power they held, and for their reputation for corruption.

145 large

144 people that were considered a reasonable target for criticism and jokes

143 priests

142 living at that time

141 had, exercised

140 officers of the Crown (king) in a county or area

139 selected for the position

138 the state of not having

137 without any

136 not honest or lawless

135 without hope of improvement
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[00:20:36] By portraying the clergy and officials as inadequate hypocrites , as being146

false and unable to fairly rule, the story of Robin Hood pokes fun at these almighty,147

powerful characters, allowing the audience to have a laugh at their expense , or148

directly at them.

[00:20:57] What’s more, the way the haughty , overly proud monks act, makes149 150

them appear to deserve what they get when Robin steals from them or humiliates151

them. The incompetence of the Sheriff of Nottingham and any other authoritative152

characters, alongside their scheming and secret plans, makes them appear153

ridiculous, laughable.

[00:21:23] Robin Hood, on the other hand, despite technically being a criminal, is

admired by the reader.

[00:21:30] He is honest, fair, clever and brave - he’s everything that the monks are not.

He is the true hero of the story.

153 the activity of making secret plans

152 inability to do something right

151 makes them look foolish by injuring their pride

150 too proud

149 showing too much of self-worth, arrogant or snobbish

148 directly at them

147 makes fun of, ridicules

146 people who pretended to be something they weren't
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[00:21:40] And whether or not he ever actually existed, the Legend of Robin Hood is still

alive and kicking centuries later.154

[00:21:49] So, with dozens of on-screen adaptations, and no doubt more adaptations155

to come in the future, there is no sign that the Legend of Robin Hood is losing its

popularity any time soon.

[00:22:04] OK then, that is it for today's episode on The True Story of Robin Hood.

[00:22:10] I hope it’s been an interesting one, and you’ve learned a bit about the truth,

or at least some of the possible truths, behind this story.

[00:22:19] As always, I would love to know what you thought about this episode.

[00:22:23] Do you have any theories on whether or not there was ever a real Robin

Hood?

[00:22:29] Who do you think is the most probable subject?

[00:22:32] Do you have versions of a Robin Hood story, of someone who steals from the

rich and gives to the poor, in your country?

[00:22:40] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

155 showing in films or television programmes

154 alive and active
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[00:22:44] You can head right in to our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:22:53] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:22:58] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Outlaw a person who had broken the law and stayed free

Heroic having the characteristics of a hero, brave and noble

Feats characteristics

Achievements difficult things that have been done or accomplished

Unravel explain

Backdrop setting, background

Corruption dishonesty or illegal behaviour by those in power

Sheriff officer of the Crown (king) in a county or area

Dispossessed had it taken from him, deprived

Love interest the character with whom he was in romantic relation

Unwanted not wanted

Suitors persons who were tried to win her love and affection
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Far removed very different from

Dive into it be involved in it with enthusiasm

Low-born born to a family that had a low social status, not royal or noble

Freeman free citizen, not a servant

Gory bloody

Greedy having a great desire for wealth or power

Abbot a man who was the head of a monastery

Adhere stick to, obey

Ethics moral principles or duty

Money-grabbing having a great desire for wealth, greedy

Clergymen priests

Monks members of a religious community living in monasteries

Morals standards of behaviour

Restorative having the ability to correct something bad or unfair

Rights wrongs corrects something bad or unfair
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Hypocritical behaving like having higher standards or noble beliefs which they

didn't

Insincere not honest

Shillings coins used in Britain until 1971

Shilling a coin used in Britain until 1971

Equivalent equal in value

Inadequate not enough, insufficient

Misfortunes unfortunate events, bad luck

Seize take and keep for himself

Abbey building where the priests or monks where staying

Collateral something used as security for repayment of the debt

Let him down failed to help him

Devoted very loyal

Upon after

Lend give it on the understanding that it will be returned

Deadline the latest time by which he would have to pay
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Monk a member of a religious community living in a monastery

Discourteously in a rude way

Impolitely in a rude way, without showing good manners

Doubling having twice as much

Reimbursed repaid

Gain earn, win

Rights the wrongs corrects something bad or unfair

Rewarding giving him money because he deserved it

Truthful honest

Disrespectful showing no respect, rude

Serving performing duties or services for

Sheriff’s of the officer of the Crown (king) in that area

Retaliates reacts

Silverware dishes, glasses, containers made of or covered by silver

Ambush surprise attack
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Swears promises, makes a vow

Oath promise, vow

Archery the practice of shooting with a bow and arrows

Attempt try, effort

Seeks tries to find

Refuge protection from danger

Shelter protection from danger

Uprising acts of resistance against authority, rebellion

Spreading reaching more and more people

Notoriety the state of being well known or famous for the wrong reasons

Infamy the state of being well known or famous for the wrong reasons

Disguise a false or fake appearance

Grants gives officially

Mercy forgiveness

Pardons officially forgives
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Archer one that used bow and arrows

Homesick sad about being away from home

Prioress woman who was head of a small monastery

Gruesomely In a very unpleasant and shocking way

Priory a small monastery

Clues pieces of information that help solve a problem

Narrow down reduce the number of possibilities

Come up with find

Precise exact, accurate

Ascertain make sure

Plausible probable, likely to be true

Looking for trying to find

Coming up with finding

Puzzle something that is difficult to understand

Take off become very popular
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Sought-after generally desired or wanted

Barons members of nobility or high social rank

Headed led, ruled

Disastrous causing damage, unfortunate

Reign period of rule

Abdication resignation, retirement

Renounce give up, leave

Give up leave, stop having

Subsequently afterwards, later

Longbowmen soldiers who used a long type of bow

Outnumbered less in number

Quest long and difficult search

Archers soldiers that used bow and arrows

Lends credibility makes it seem believable

Pardoned forgiven
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Recruited enlisted or included in his army

Backed up supported

Prime suspect the person believed to be the best match

Diminutive shortened

Fits in is in agreement

Contenders candidates or people who were possibly Robin Hood

Confiscated taken by the authorities

Namesake someone who had the same name

Parallels similarities, matching characteristics

At his call ready to do what he asked

Hiding out being in hiding

Carbon copy exact copy

Clone exact copy

Striking very obvious

Kinsmen relatives
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Settlement official agreement

Alias another name

Tie in fit, agree

Adds to makes it stronger

Appeal the quality of being attractive and interesting

The stuff of legend something that one would usually only read about in novels or see in

movies, very famous and amazing

Sculpted shaped, created

Suit their times be acceptable or suitable in their time

Basis base, starting point

Persistently continuously, always

Appealing attractive and interesting

Vicious violent and cruel on purpose

Deliberately on purpose, intentionally

Moral related to the principles of right and wrong behaviour

Devotion great loyalty or faithfulness
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Redistributing giving or sharing again

Virtue behaviour showing high standards

Hopelessly without hope of improvement

Corrupt not honest or lawless

Devoid of without any

Lack of the state of not having

Appointed selected for the position

Sheriffs officers of the Crown (king) in a county or area

Held had, exercised

Contemporary living at that time

Clergy priests

Were fair game people that were considered a reasonable target for criticism and jokes

Sheer large

Hypocrites people who pretended to be something they weren't

Pokes fun makes fun of, ridicules
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At their expense directly at them

Haughty showing too much of self-worth, arrogant or snobbish

Overly proud too proud

Humiliates makes them look foolish by injuring their pride

Incompetence inability to do something right

Scheming the activity of making secret plans

Alive and kicking alive and active

On-screen showing in films or television programmes

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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